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Geographic Information Coordinating Council 

MANAGEMENT AND OPERATIONS COMMITTEE 
March 16, 2015 

1:00 to 2:00 PM 

OITS 

3700 Wake Forest Road 

Conference Room 4 

 

 MINUTES 
 

1. Chair Stan Duncan welcomed Bob Brinson, Ryan Draughn, Dan Madding, Tim Johnson, Jeff 

Brown, Brett Spivey, David Giordano, and on the phone Kathryn Clifton, Bob Coats and 

Drew Pilant 

 

2. Minutes of the January 12th meeting were approved as submitted. The committee did not meet 

in February. 

 

3. Quick Updates  

a. Statewide Orthoimagery Program 

 Tim Johnson shared the status of the statewide orthoimagery program. For the 2015 

Southern Piedmont and Mountains, acquisition is in progress and will be completed in April. 

Tim displayed an online map of acquisition status that color codes the areas with reported flights 

and exposures: 
http://www.arcgis.com/apps/Viewer/index.html?webmap=88eedd5d37ee48739b4a327a269be3d1 

Tim presented CGIA’s proposal for another four-year cycle of orthoimagery to the NC 911 

Board on February 27. Project team members including NCDOT, NCDPS, and NC Secretary of 

State submitted letters of commitment and support prior to the meeting. The Board unanimously 

approved the proposal for all four phases. Funding will occur annually, amounting to $15.5 

million over four years. About 75 percent of the funding will go to private contractors, about 16 

percent will go to the project team (CGIA, NCDOT Photogrammetry, DPS-Geodetic Survey) for 

technical services, and the remainder for other expenses. The cost is similar to the first four-year 

cycle. Tim explained that the NC 911 Board recognizes statewide orthoimagery as a good 

investment essential for Next Generation 911. The only question from a 911 Board member after 

Tim’s presentation was to ask if the rest of the state realizes the value of the imagery and 

appreciates the Board’s investment. Richard Taylor, Executive Director of the 911 Board, 

responded positively and noted the letters of support from local governments and state agencies. 

Seamless datasets including imagery have great value in 911 communications where 

jurisdictions meet. 

 

The proposal for another four phases modified the regions slightly to simplify acquisition in the 

Fort Bragg/Camp Mackall area. Phase 1 will add Duplin and Columbus counties (previously in 

Phase 2) to make a 27-county area. Phase 2 will drop those two counties and add Moore, 

Richmond, and Scotland counties (from Phase 3) so that the entire military area is included in 

one phase. That makes a 26-county area for Phase 2. The project team checked county 

http://www.arcgis.com/apps/Viewer/index.html?webmap=88eedd5d37ee48739b4a327a269be3d1
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reappraisal schedules and did not find an impact to county schedules.  Phase 3 will have 26 

counties as in 2014, and Phase 4 will have a reduced number of counties (21, not 24 as in 2015).  

 

Bob Brinson observed that NC has a successful, repeatable process that might be of interest to 

other states. Tim commented that states have a variety of approaches, but NC probably engages 

more contractors (5) and more in-state contractors (2) for imagery acquisition than other states. 

This approach helps keep firms engaged and competitive and reduces risks associated with 

timely acquisition and quality.   

 

Committee members agreed that letters from Council members and many stakeholder 

organizations to the NC 911 Board were effective. Stan suggested that letters of appreciation 

after the vote from the Association of County Commissioners and the League of Municipalities 

would be valuable as well.  

 

b. Parcels 

 Jeff Brown presented a status map showing 36 counties published in 2015, taking the 

total transformed to 61 to date. Another 18 counties are in progress, with the remainder slated for 

participation in March through May. The goal remains 100 counties by the end of the fiscal year. 

The counties not yet approached by the team are some of the smaller counties without 

downloadable data, requiring more time for engagement and parcel transformation. The NC 

OneMap team has published all 61 completed counties as services and downloadable data. Also, 

Henderson, Wake, and Jackson counties are refreshing their translated parcel data as will the 

other 22 original counties by the end of June. A presentation or video capturing the update 

process, by Kevin Jamison of Jackson County, for example, could help that effort. 

 

The project team has encountered one instance of a county requesting a signed agreement for a 

copy of parcel data (Robeson County). The team’s policy is to not sign agreements that constrain 

use of parcel data in the Transformer and on NC OneMap. Stan will contact John Bridgers to 

follow up on that issue.  

 

Stan noted that parcel data published “as of January 1” and “as of July 1” are the most 

meaningful for assessed value by parcel.  

 

CGIA and the Working Group for Seamless Parcels will continue engaging county data 

managers in the weeks ahead.  

 

4. GIS Conference and GIS Showcase Recap 

Stan explained that the event “Showcasing GIS in NC” planned for Wednesday February 25th 

was cancelled due to winter storm that afternoon. On Thursday the NC GIS Conference took 

place as planned despite the snow and difficult travel conditions. Tim noted this was the first 

time in its history that the conference encountered severe weather. Nonetheless, nearly 800 

people attended. There were more than 100 speakers and 46 booths booked (44 exhibited).  A 

map of the locations of people attending indicated participation from across the state. See 
http://nc.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=7f945d072cab40beba657f7306a2016e&we

bmap=781580f2d00843f8ad19259446fa2d95 

http://nc.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=7f945d072cab40beba657f7306a2016e&webmap=781580f2d00843f8ad19259446fa2d95
http://nc.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=7f945d072cab40beba657f7306a2016e&webmap=781580f2d00843f8ad19259446fa2d95
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Another map indicated types of employers which looked similar to the pattern for previous 

conferences. A chart showed that local governments made up 40 percent of conference attendees, 

with private sector (20 percent) and state agencies (16 percent). The program targets local 

government participants.  

 

Next time the conference will plan to be more nimble in case speakers and participants have 

travel problems again. The conference budget dictates holding the event in February as a month 

with affordable venue and hotel rates. The event management company did a fine job and offered 

to assist in developing an RFP for a facility for 2017.  

 

Presentations from the GIS Conference will be posted on the ncgisconference.com website, 

probably by the end of March. 

 

Tim added that the Herb Stout Award winners were Jackson County, the Town of Mooresville, 

and Orange Water and Sewer Authority (regional category). Also, there were 15 student awards, 

and the City of Greensboro won the poster competition.  

 

5. Report from each of the Standing Committees 

John Farley called in for this segment of the meeting. He reported the State GIS User Committee 

is working with OITS on the GIS Enterprise License Agreement, now in negotiations with Esri. 

The ELA will be for three years and there is agreement on the software terms. ArcGIS Online 

will be available for agency sites for $3,500 including 10,000 credits and unlimited users. The 

total ELA price is being negotiated. John explained that, under proposed pricing, the amounts 

charged to state agencies based on their recent GIS usage are different from amounts set and 

capped early in the last 5-year ELA. In particular, NCDOT and NCDPS now have larger shares 

of state GIS users after expanding. NCDOT now accounts for 40 percent of state users and will 

see its cost go up significantly. Most agencies will be charged around what they contributed in 

the last ELA (ending in July). Agencies have responded to OITS with current usage and desired 

usage. The Master Purchasing Agreement holds most of the terms and conditions and includes 

GSA rates for local governments. Review of terms and conditions is still in progress.  

 

Drew reported that the Federal Interagency Committee met at the NC GIS Conference. Items 

discussed included the upcoming renewal of Nantahala and Pisgah National Forest Plans (Holly 

Hixson), requirements for integration of spatial data into opendata.gov and Department of 

Interior’s cloud infrastructure for collaboration (Ken Shaffer and Lynda Wayne), and the 

proposed Mountain Bogs National Wildlife Refuge (Mark Endries). Doug Newcomb has 

received 15 counties of LiDAR data from NC Floodplain Mapping.  He is working on NDVI 

analysis using the 2012 and 2014 NAIP datasets and a possible change product, all to be shared 

with NC Department of Agriculture for serving as WMS and/or WCS web services.  Drew added 

that EPA had its national GIS workgroup (120 people) and noted emphasis on using the federal 

Geospatial Platform as a solution for exposing EPA data and web services.  

 

Ryan reported that SMAC met January 14 and he had three primary items to share. First, SMAC 

will continue efforts to promote and apply the new metadata standard in local and state 

government data management. The committee will discuss a plan at the next meeting on April 

15. Stan emphasized the importance of putting the new metadata standard into practice.  
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Second, the Stream Mapping Advisory Committee met on January 29. Issues are complicated 

and will require a lot of time, but the group is working on a set of user requirements to help 

guide the efforts.  

 

Third, the elevation data project as reported by Hope Morgan is making progress, with data for 

the first two of five phases in quality control and acquisition for phase 3 underway. Phases 4 and 

5 are partially funded. SMAC discussed derived elevation products now served by NC OneMap 

and needing to be refreshed by new elevation data. SMAC wants to be sure a plan is put in place 

and recommends that the Council request a plan to refresh the derived elevation products. Tim 

explained that the Floodplain Mapping Program will release basic elevation data, but there are 

some products such as contours and hillshade that benefit NC OneMap consumers.  Someone 

needs to produce and host those derived products. Tim confirmed that new LiDAR data will be 

used in the 2016 orthoimagery project to add value to image processing. After discussion, the 

Management & Operations Committee recommended that SMAC assign the planning task to the 

Working Group for Orthophotography Planning where LiDAR is a regular topic, and report back 

to the M&O Committee.  

 

Regarding metadata, Stan reiterated the importance of implementing the new standard to gain 

benefits in local and state government. He noted that the standard was only the beginning of the 

effort and urged progress on communication and training. 

 

Kat Clifton reported that the Local Government Committee has full membership now with the 

appointment of Benita Staples of Mecklenburg County by the NC Association of County 

Commissioners. In a meeting last week, the committee found interest in metadata training and 

preference for webinars and/or videos for online self-paced learning to reach the widest 

audience.  Kat has experience with adding audio to powerpoint files and recommends software 

like Camtasia for video. LGC members expressed appreciation for the GIS Conference and 

success despite the weather.  

 

LGC identified an opportunity to document the value of GIS. Instead of a brief newsletter, the 

format of an e-book would enable graphic displays of a variety of local and state government 

applications of GIS that express the value of GIS. This would build on the “Value of GIS” 

presentations to the Council and the examples prepared for the GIS Showcase. The product 

would emphasize the importance of GIS with fresh examples. Kat will meet with Joseph Sloop 

and Jeff next week to develop the ideas into a plan.  

 

For the Technical Advisory Committee, Dan Madding reported progress on technical 

architecture system design. OITS has developed a new guide (nearing approval) that will be 

valuable in efforts to create a template for GIS projects. Also, Dan is tapping subject matter 

experts in state and local governments for information about uses of cloud resources in general 

and ArcGIS Online in particular. Stan expressed appreciation for the progress of the TAC.  

 

6. Census Geospatial Data 

Bob Coats reported that John Thompson, the Director of the Census Bureau, held a conference 

call with some stakeholders last week to explain budget priorities. The Geographic Support 

System Initiative (GSSI) will need to play a larger role in providing local input on addressing 
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and boundary issues. The Census Bureau will conduct an early operations test (2016) on address 

updates that will reduce canvassing and rely more on partnerships with local addressing entities. 

Joe Sewash and CGIA are leading the GSSI effort in North Carolina. The Bureau is also 

intending to make greater use of aerial imagery to identify areas of growth in residential 

structures. Bob observed that the Census Bureau may be a potential partner in imagery 

acquisition depending on requirements and availability of cost share from the Bureau. Bob will 

be at Census headquarters in April and will seek more information and invited questions to pose 

to the Bureau.   

 

Regarding municipal boundaries, Tom Morgan is involved in the Boundary Quality Assessment 

and Reconciliation Project (BQARP) and is compiling local boundary files. The NC Parcels 

Project will be valuable in BQARP, particularly when reaching statewide content by the end of 

June. The field work for redistricting is scheduled for 2017. Census Bureau is working on a new 

single tool for geospatial data management, in an early stage, to take advantage of state and local 

data. Census plans to make greater use of federal and state administration records and third-party 

data in the years ahead. Cooperative agreements are under consideration.  

 

The Census Bureau is encouraging states to start considering state budget requests to support 

state efforts for Census 2020.  

 

7. Address Data 

Stan plans to reconvene a group that met in September 2013 to consider approaches for 

geospatial address data. The group includes NC 911 Board, NCDOT, Department of Revenue, 

CGIA, and others to reconcile address projects and databases. He needs to be ready to explain 

ways the state is managing and will manage address data. Stan and Joe Sewash will attend the 

National Address Database Summit in Maryland in early April to learn more about national 

efforts and issues. Stan is targeting April 20 or 21 to hold a meeting of the group. Bob Coats will 

be included.   

 

8. Legislative Update 

Stan described two bills of interest. House Bill 208 would create the Department of Information 

Technology. The bill offers a framework more than a detailed organizational plan. Senate Bill 

282 adds language for non-coastal submerged lands. It includes funding for the DENR Division 

of Water Resources to make an inventory of state-owned non-coastal submerged land.  

 

9. Council Membership Update 

Tim reported that appointment of a federal member by the Governor’s Office is pending. Some 

Council members have terms expiring May 31st that need attention. Senate appointed members 

with expiring terms are John Gillis, Gillis Group Partnership, Matthew Helms, Charlotte-

Mecklenburg Utilities, and Richard Taylor, Executive Director of the NC 911 Board. House 

appointees with expiring terms are Jay Bissett, Mulkey Engineers & Consultants, Inc. and Ron 

York, Duke Energy. Stan suggested that a new member with economic development expertise 

would be a valuable addition to the Council. Regarding remote participation in Council 

Meetings, Stan explained the value of meeting in person despite travel requirements. There may 

be an occasional need for technology to enable a remote presentations (e.g., Census Bureau), but 
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effective quarterly meetings rely on in-person participation. Stan invited ideas for new Council 

members who can commit to attend meetings.  

 

10. Future Meeting Dates:  

April 20, 2015 

May 18, 2015 

June 15, 2015 

 

The meeting adjourned at 2:18 PM.   


